Due to rising pressure to appear egalitarian, subtle discrimination pervades today's workplace. Although its ambiguous nature may make it seem innocuous on the surface, an abundance of empirical evidence suggests subtle discrimination undermines employee and organizational functioning, perhaps even more so than its overt counterpart. In the following article, we argue for a multidimensional and continuous, rather than categorical, framework for discrimination. In doing so, we propose that there exist several related but distinct continuums on which instances of discrimination vary, including subtlety, formality, and intentionality. Next, we argue for organizational scholarship to migrate toward a more developmental, dynamic perspective of subtle discrimination in order to build a more comprehensive understanding of its antecedents, underlying mechanisms, and outcomes. We further contend that everyone plays a part in the process of subtle discrimination at work and, as a result, bears some responsibility in addressing and remediating it. We conclude with a brief overview of research on subtle discrimination in the workplace from each of four stakeholder perspectives—targets, perpetrators, bystanders, and allies—and review promising strategies that can be implemented by each of these stakeholders to remediate subtle discrimination in the workplace.

A pregnant job applicant notices a hiring manager avoids eye contact with her during her interview and wonders whether it is because of her growing
baby bump. An overweight retail store associate is placed in the stockroom moving boxes and contemplates whether this is due to her physical appearance. A new employee at a law firm is not invited to happy hour and wonders whether it is because he recently disclosed his bisexuality to a group of coworkers or because he just does not know his colleagues well enough yet to be included in social gatherings. These examples illustrate how subtly discriminatory behaviors can manifest in workplace settings and exemplify the ambiguity that characterizes subtle discrimination. In each of these examples, it is unclear whether the behavior is due to the target’s stigmatized characteristic (e.g., pregnancy) or whether the behavior resulted from some other reason unrelated to discrimination (e.g., the manager avoids eye contact with everyone). Because a clear attribution for the behavior cannot be made, it is likely that the targets in each scenario will continue to ruminate on the experience, performing a sort of cognitive gymnastics to try to discern the reason for the treatment they received.

In today’s workplace, it is illegal to overtly discriminate against a person based on a variety of protected characteristics (e.g., race, gender, disability status; King & Cortina, 2010). Furthermore, it is socially unacceptable to discriminate against applicants or employees based on traits that are not job related, even those that may not be legally protected (e.g., sexual orientation, gender identity, attractiveness; Perry, Murphy, & Dovidio, 2015). As a result, prejudice in the workplace often manifests in subtle ways, such as in the instances previously described. In fact, some scholars have argued that prejudiced individuals rely on subtle discrimination to express bias in a way that does not explicitly violate social norms and expectations for egalitarianism (Crandall & Eshleman, 2003). Other perpetrators, who believe they are egalitarian, may also express subtle bias by virtue of unconscious processes. Either way, the result is the same: The target individual is left at a disadvantage, and the cause of this inequity is unclear. Indeed, in each of these previous instances, there is uncertainty regarding whether discrimination has actually occurred. Specifically, there is always a possible alternative explanation for the behavior; the interviewer could just be socially awkward, the retail store might legitimately need more help in the stockroom, and the bisexual employee’s colleagues may have just forgotten to add his e-mail address to the happy hour list.

An abundance of empirical evidence suggests that subtle discrimination negatively impacts employees and organizations, perhaps to an even greater degree than overt discrimination (see Jones, Peddie, Gilrane, King, & Gray, 2016, for a review). Although existing research on the topic provides a solid foundation from which to build understanding of subtle discrimination in organizational settings, this area of research is still growing, and many questions remain unanswered. Therefore, our goal in this article is to, first,
provide a clarifying framework through which to understand the construct of subtle discrimination. Here, we argue for a multidimensional and continuous, rather than categorical, framework for discrimination. That is, in addition to considering the subtlety of discrimination, we assert that scholarship should move toward incorporating other dimensions along which discriminatory instances may vary including formality and intentionality. Second, we propose a view of subtle discrimination that is more dynamic and developmental to allow for a more nuanced understanding of its antecedents, underlying mechanisms, and consequences. In doing so, we argue for the development of more research investigating how distal consequences of subtle discrimination compound over time. Third and finally, we briefly describe the experience of subtle discrimination at work from the perspective of multiple stakeholders including targets, perpetrators, bystanders, and allies while reviewing the most effective strategies for remediation.

What Is Subtle Discrimination?
Before delving deeper into the manifestations of subtle discrimination in organizations and the experiences of those involved, it is important to clearly define the construct space. This is particularly vital for subtle discrimination, given that there is a fair amount of construct confusion and conflation surrounding this phenomenon in the existing literature. Accordingly, our goal in this section is to not only define subtle discrimination but to situate subtle discrimination in the context of several continuums along which we propose discrimination varies including subtlety, formality, and intentionality.

First, we conceptualize that discriminatory behavior exists on a continuum of subtlety, with subtle discrimination at one end and overt discrimination at the other. We define subtle discrimination as “negative or ambivalent demeanor or treatment enacted toward social minorities on the basis of their minority status membership that is not necessarily conscious and likely conveys ambiguous intent” (Jones, Peddie, et al., 2016, p. 1591). At the other end of the continuum is overt discrimination, which is more conspicuous and can be defined as “a clearly exercised form of unfair treatment with visible structural outcomes” (Van Laer & Janssens, 2011, p. 1205). In short, we contend that the subtlety of discrimination is driven by how obvious it is that discrimination has occurred in the first place, with subtle discrimination being more nuanced and obscured as compared with overt discrimination, which is more readily apparent and discernable. Again, we emphasize here that discrimination varies on a continuum of subtlety rather than existing as two discrete categories of purely subtle discrimination and purely overt discrimination.

We compare this conceptualization with formal and interpersonal discrimination, which we argue exist on a second continuum along which
discrimination varies: *formality*. We assert that the *formality* of discrimination is another important dimension to consider, with formal discrimination at one end of the spectrum and interpersonal discrimination at the other. Interpersonal discrimination can manifest itself in a number of ways, including but not limited to disrespect, verbal and nonverbal harassment, and general rudeness or hostility toward minorities. Importantly, these behaviors can occur both at work and in social situations more generally (Hebl, Foster, Mannix, & Dovidio, 2002). In contrast, formal discrimination is job related and thus often has rules, regulations, laws, and sometimes even organizational policies in place to (a) prevent it from occurring in the first place and (b) to facilitate an appropriate response if and when it does occur. One example of formal discrimination would be the decision to not hire and/or promote an employee due to a stigmatizing characteristic that they possess (Hebl et al., 2002). Overall, the *formality* of a discriminatory instance reflects the extent to which there are job-related implications. Again, we stress that job relatedness is a continuous characterization rather than a discrete categorical distinction between formal and interpersonal discrimination.

Although subtle and interpersonal discrimination are often used interchangeably in extant literature, it is important to note that the distinction between subtlety and formality is that *subtlety* refers to how obvious it is that a discriminatory instance is related to a stigmatized characteristic of the target, whereas *formality* refers to the job relatedness of the behavior. Thus, although discrimination can be difficult (subtle) or easy (overt) to detect, it can also be directly related to one’s job (formal) or related to social dynamics more generally (interpersonal). Overt discrimination may be obviously related to one’s stigmatizing characteristic, but it does not necessarily deny these individuals workplace opportunities in the same way that formal discrimination would. For example, a coworker calling ethnic minorities demeaning terms based on their ethnicity without having any impact on the target’s job itself would qualify as an overt manifestation of discrimination that is interpersonal, not formal, in nature (Bobbitt-Zeher, 2011). However, if obviously racist reasoning was used to deny specific targets promotions, pay raises, or desirable job assignments, then this would qualify as a discriminatory instance that is both overt and formal in nature. Likewise, although subtle discrimination is often assumed to be interpersonal, we would argue that an instance of discrimination can be both subtle and formal. For instance, if a Christian is unrightfully chosen for a job over a Muslim individual, but it is not discernable that prejudice was present in the hiring process, this would qualify as an example of discrimination that is both subtle and formal in nature.

Accordingly, we conceptualize *subtlety* and *formality* as two related yet distinct dimensions of discrimination. (See Table 1 for more specific
instances that vary in terms of subtlety and form.) We certainly acknowledge that these dimensions are correlated (i.e., subtle tends to be interpersonal, and overt tends to be formal); however, we do not believe that subtlety and formality are redundant constructs and thus assert there is value in considering both dimensions to fully understand the many possible manifestations of discrimination. Although we realize this assertion may be met with
some controversy and skepticism, there is recent empirical work that supports our view. Indeed, Lindsey and colleagues (2015) showed that women could reliably distinguish between factors of subtlety and formality when deciding how they would respond to scenarios depicting various instances of discrimination. Specifically, the findings revealed that although there were no differences in women’s abilities to detect interpersonal versus formal discrimination, women were more likely to detect overt as compared with subtle manifestations of discrimination. Additionally, the findings revealed that women were more likely to say that they would take action against discriminatory instances that were overt and formal as compared with those that were more subtle and interpersonal in nature. To the extent that subtlety and formality reflect the same construct, one would expect to observe similar effects across dependent variables of interest, as opposed to the differing effects that the authors observed here. In an effort to examine whether women’s actual experiences also varied across these dimensions of discrimination, Lindsey and colleagues (2015) conducted a follow-up study in which they asked women to recall discriminatory incidents that they had experienced or witnessed in the workplace. These incidents were then rated by two independent coders with regard to subtlety and formality. Although the plurality of the incidents recalled were subtle and interpersonal in nature (33%), participants also provided discriminatory instances that were overt and interpersonal (28%), overt and formal (23%), and subtle and formal (16%).

In addition to subtlety and formality, researchers might also consider other continuums along which instances of discrimination may vary to more fully understand cases of discrimination. For example, intentionality, the extent to which the discrimination is intentional, is an important component that is often mentioned in various definitions of subtle and overt discrimination. Indeed, subtle discrimination is often described as reflecting ambiguous intent, whereas overt discrimination is often associated with a clear intention to harm the target (Jones, Peddie, et al., 2016). Again, although we agree that the intentionality of discrimination is likely often correlated with the subtlety of discrimination, we argue this is not always the case. Indeed, it is relatively easy to think of instances that are not obviously discriminatory (subtle) but in which people do intend to harm the target. For instance, a Black employee’s manager might intentionally dismiss his ideas during a meeting in a way that is not obviously discriminatory (subtle) but in which people do intend to harm the target. Furthermore, discrimination might be obvious (overt) but unintentional, as is often the case in situations when someone “puts their foot in their mouth” or says something offensive without thinking but clearly did not intend or plan to harm the target. Although these dimensions are clearly not orthogonal, they are not completely redundant either. Consequently, we contend there is value
in considering these interrelated dimensions as a set given they more fully capture the construct space of discrimination.

Indeed, there are various constructs (e.g., benevolent sexism, modern racism, incivility, interpersonal mistreatment, bullying, microaggressions) in the literature that reflect subtle, overt, interpersonal, formal, intentional, and unintentional manifestations of discrimination directed at oneself and others. Rather than continuing to proliferate and propagate new terminologies, we reason that instead focusing on higher level dimensions such as subtlety, formality, and intentionality while also considering how targets and others recognize and take action against these various types of discrimination could serve as a unifying framework. This may allow for more theoretical precision when discerning whether findings from differing research streams are comparable with one another, in addition to providing guidance when studying new ideas regarding manifestations, targets, and remediation of discrimination in the future.

Finally, it is important to note that although subtle discrimination may seem less severe and damaging when compared with more conspicuous discriminatory instances, recent research claims that the exact opposite may be true or that subtle discrimination may actually be more damaging when compared with its overt counterpart. Indeed, a recent meta-analysis on this topic concluded that subtle discrimination had more detrimental effects on employee well-being, job attitudes, and even organizational outcomes when compared with discrimination that was more overt in nature (Jones, Peddie, et al., 2016). The authors used an attributional ambiguity rationale (e.g., Crocker & Major, 1989) to explain these findings, arguing that the inherently ambiguous nature of subtle discrimination makes it more difficult for targets to attribute the negative behavior externally, thereby increasing the likelihood that targets will blame themselves for such incidents. Importantly, the ambiguity surrounding subtle discrimination likely prolongs the attribution process, causing targets to ruminate on the incident long after it occurs because they have no clear cause to reference. Therefore, even if targets attribute the behavior to themselves or to something external, they may continue spending time wavering between various explanations for the incident, which can be emotionally and cognitively taxing. Thus, although somewhat counterintuitive, the fact that subtle discrimination is not obvious may be the characteristic that makes it so harmful to targets. These harmful effects may build and accumulate over time, as discussed in the next section on subtle discrimination’s cyclical nature.

**The Cyclical Nature of Subtle Discrimination**

Whereas past research on subtle discrimination—and discrimination more generally—has traditionally focused on discrimination as a cause-and-effect
process (i.e., discrimination occurs, and these are its consequences; Salvatore & Shelton, 2007), we contend this view of discrimination is oversimplified and insufficient to building a holistic understanding of the underlying processes involved in subtle discrimination. We instead conceptualize discrimination as a reciprocal process that develops and changes over time. Although we recognize that all types of discrimination—both subtle and overt—are characterized by cyclical processes, we assert that it is particularly important to address the cyclical processes underlying subtle discrimination. Indeed, because subtle discrimination is ambiguous, the dynamic processes that result from subtle discrimination are also less apparent and may even be unknown to the focal actors, making it all the more important to investigate its cyclical nature. It is our hope that this more dynamic view of subtle discrimination will facilitate a better understanding among scholars and practitioners of how subtle discrimination manifests over time in organizational settings and, thus, a better understanding of how to address and remediate it. Below, we provide four reasons justifying a movement toward a developmental perspective of subtle discrimination.

**Within-Person Changes in Role Occupancy**

Our first argument in support of a developmental perspective of subtle discrimination is the fact that the same individual may occupy multiple roles in the subtle discrimination process at different points in time based on prior experiences. For example, a target of subtle discrimination may feel disgruntled and subsequently become a perpetrator at a later point in time. Alternatively, a target may become more empathetic as a result of his or her experience with subtle discrimination and become an ally for another target of subtle discrimination at a later occasion. As another example, a perpetrator of subtle discrimination might later become a target or a bystander. In other words, employees’ present and past experiences with subtle discrimination are continuously shaping their future experiences with subtle discrimination.

This notion was supported by recent research illustrating the cumulative detrimental effects of subtly discriminatory behaviors at work, asserting “just like the common cold, common negative behaviors can spread easily and have significant consequences for people in organizations” (Foulk, Woolum, & Erez, 2016, p. 50). Specifically, the authors found that low-intensity negative behaviors like rudeness can be “contagious” in that experiencing rudeness predicted the subsequent expression of rudeness in future interactions with different partners. Thus, participants who were targeted with rudeness were more likely to become perpetrators of rudeness toward a different person at a later point in time.
In light of these findings, our primary contention is that everyone plays a part in the “problem” of subtle discrimination. It is not just a perpetrator problem that can be fixed by changing the “bad people’s” attitudes and behaviors. It is not just a target problem that can be fixed by teaching victims how to cope with or curb subtle discrimination. The point is that everyone can be a perpetrator at some point, and everyone can also be a target at some point. Indeed, we argue there is within-person change in the extent to which every individual occupies the roles of target, perpetrator, ally, and bystander. Thus, we must work together and take responsibility for the part that we all play (knowingly or not) in the manifestation of subtle discrimination at work.

The Dynamic Nature of Relationships

Drawing from social and developmental psychology, we know that relationships build and change over time. Indeed, social contact theory suggests that increased social contact with outgroup members can help to break down prejudiced attitudes (Allport, 1954). This pattern is likely attributable, in part, to the fact that, in the absence of individuating information about an outgroup member, people are more likely to rely on stereotypes about that outgroup when interacting with a member of that group. Therefore, as we learn more about a person, we tend to rely more on that new information and less on stereotypes. Similarly, disclosure research has shown that sharing personal information with others can foster intimacy, liking, and trust (Collins & Miller, 1994; Manne et al., 2004; Turner, Hewstone, & Voci, 2007). Therefore, because relationships are constantly changing over time as people have new experiences with and learn more about each other, examining the extent to which an individual perceives, witnesses, or engages in subtle discrimination with a particular person at a single snapshot in time is insufficient to fully understanding the experience and consequences of subtle discrimination within a particular relationship.

For example, when a newly hired employee is slighted by her colleagues during team meetings and assigned less challenging tasks, she perceives this as a sign that her coworkers do not trust her work and view her as less competent. As a result, she finds it difficult to trust and open up to others and subsequently becomes even more isolated from her coworkers (even those who did not subtly discriminate against her in the first place), which in turn exacerbates the problem. This example illustrates how subtle discrimination can affect its targets in a way that may further worsen their situation in the future. Therefore, attributions of blame to the target may appear justified at a single point in time (e.g., “they are mean; they bring it on themselves”) but are actually the result of an ongoing cycle of discrimination that influences both the target and the perpetrators. Consequently, it is not sufficient to look at a
single party’s perspective nor is it sufficient to examine a single point in time. The occurrence of subtle discrimination is affected by previous interactions and also functions to shape future experiences. Furthermore, the relational context in which subtle discrimination can occur is not limited to a single one-on-one interaction affecting two employees but may spiral into other relationships with other parties. In other words, subtle discrimination does not occur within a vacuum of a single dyadic interaction. Indeed, team-level processes and outcomes as well as the contextual climate for subtle discrimination may be shaped (either positively or negatively) as a result of other individuals who are watching, condoning, confronting, or even potentially jointly participating in subtle discrimination.

**Perceptual Versus Absolute Subtle Discrimination**

In addition to underscoring the importance of relationship and team dynamics, the example above highlights the distinction between perceptual and absolute subtle discrimination, prompting critical questions for consideration. For instance, if targets, perpetrators, allies, and bystanders vary in the extent to which they view the same objective behavior as subtly discriminatory, can an objective definition of subtle discrimination exist or is it all in the eye of the beholder? Is subtle discrimination only damaging if an individual recognizes it and/or categorizes it in a certain way?

As discussed in the opening of this article, recent work by Lindsey and colleagues (2015) examining women’s tendency to recognize discrimination directed at others while minimizing their own experiences of discrimination provides a starting point for disentangling some of these issues. In this study, women were asked to imagine either themselves or another woman being discriminated against at work in a manner that was either subtle or overt and to subsequently indicate (a) whether they recognized the behavior as discrimination and (b) whether they would take action against the behavior. Results suggested women were more likely to perceive the same behavior as discrimination when it was directed at another woman as compared with when it was directed at themselves. Furthermore, women were more likely to recognize and take action against overt forms of discrimination as compared with subtle forms of discrimination. These patterns were partially replicated in a follow-up field study in which the authors asked participants to recall actual experiences of workplace discrimination directed at both themselves and others. At the very least, this evidence suggests subtle discrimination may be, in part, in the eye of the beholder and further supports our contention that exploring subtle discrimination from a single perspective contributes to a limited understanding of its antecedents, underlying mechanisms, and consequences. To be clear, the fact that the experience of subtle discrimination can be subjective does not mean it is innocuous. Indeed, even
those who do not perceive disparate treatment as discrimination may still be harmed by the behavior.

**Variation in Effects of Subtle Discrimination as a Function of Repeated Exposure**

Our final argument in support of a developmental perspective of subtle discrimination is that a cross-sectional perspective does not account for possible accumulation effects. More specifically, targets may be differentially affected by subtle discrimination as a function of repeated exposure to subtly negative treatment. Though empirical work on this phenomenon is limited, we speculate here that repeated exposure to subtle discrimination may change how people are affected by the behavior, further highlighting the importance of a dynamic view of subtle discrimination as it manifests in workplace settings. Although some research has indicated repeated exposure to mistreatment may build resilience to such mistreatment, other work suggests seemingly small instances of discrimination accumulate to produce substantial disadvantage over time. Below, we describe these two opposing perspectives in more detail.

Albeit somewhat provocative, one possibility is that targets may be less affected by subtly negative treatment to the extent that they tend to incur it more frequently. This notion is consistent with psychological adaptation theory (Helson, 1964) in that people may subconsciously adjust to negative situations by adapting their expectations to be consistent with that new (negative) norm, and thus, they become inoculated to additional similarly stressful experiences. In other words, people who are repeatedly treated in a discriminatory manner might develop “thicker” skin over time, learning more effective coping mechanisms for dealing with the stress of being a target because they are confronted with these situations more often and have more opportunities to “practice.” In contrast, targets who incur subtle discrimination less frequently may be more jarred by a single occurrence because it is very different from their norm, and they have not learned how to effectively cope with the stress. From this perspective, prolonged exposure to subtle discrimination may, in a sense, help targets build immunity to its damaging consequences.

Although we are not aware of any empirical evidence addressing the impact of repeated exposure to subtle discrimination specifically, two existing studies suggest the potential of a gradual adaptation to general negative treatment in the workplace. The first study examined the separate and conjoint effects of three different forms of workplace harassment—ethnic, sexual, and generalized workplace harassment—on employees’ work-related, psychological, and physical health outcomes (Raver & Nishii, 2010). Results suggested an inurement effect (i.e., adjusting to hardships) of workplace harassment wherein a single form of harassment was harmful, but additional forms of
harassment after a certain level did not lead to additional negative outcomes. Though the mistreatment here was more overt in nature, we reason a similar phenomenon may occur when people are repeatedly mistreated in a subtly discriminatory manner. Similarly, recent work examining obese versus nonobese workers’ ability to handle supervisor mistreatment found evidence that suggested a buffering effect of obesity (Johnson & Griffith, 2016). Specifically, the results showed that obese employees reported less severe negative health outcomes and took fewer sick days after experiencing abusive supervision as compared with their nonobese coworkers experiencing the same mistreatment. The authors reasoned this was because of obese workers’ consistent exposure to interpersonal mistreatment throughout their lives, which allowed them to adapt to stressful experiences. Indeed, these results are consistent with the overarching notion of psychological resilience, or the general finding that people tend to recover relatively well following traumatic life events or stressful conditions (e.g., premature death of spouse, death of child, death of parents, divorce; Lucas, 2007).

That said, we are not arguing that because the targets of subtle discrimination may adapt, they are therefore equipped to handle all of the negative treatment they experience. Indeed, there should be no reason that minority employees need to be equipped with extra resilience. Further, as previously mentioned, there is recent research that addresses the negative intrapersonal consequences of subtle discrimination (Jones, Peddie, et al., 2016). We are simply arguing that when delineating the most effective coping strategies, some of the most frequent targets of subtle discrimination may be exemplars for how to best “keep on keeping on.”

Whereas the above studies suggest a “skin-thickening” effect, we next suggest that the opposite could also be true. Subtle discrimination may be increasingly harmful with repeated exposure due to the fact that it is a prolonged state wherein an individual is constantly attempting to make clear attributions for others’ ambiguously discriminatory treatment. We further argue this prolonged state of ambiguity is increasingly depleting for cognitive and emotional resources as time goes on. Indeed, this notion of an accumulation effect has been reflected in scholar Virginia Valian’s work, which argues that women incur a substantial disadvantage when seemingly small instances of discrimination accumulate over time as compared with men (Valian, 1998). We contend that this is an important area for future work, particularly because of the pervasive nature of subtle discrimination in daily contemporary life (Dovidio & Gaertner, 1998; McConahay, 1983; Swim, Akin, Hall, & Hunter, 1995). Regardless of whether it is a skin-thickening effect or an accumulation effect, a dynamic, developmental perspective of subtle discrimination must be adopted in order to examine these potential complexities.
Research on Subtle Discrimination and Strategies for Remediation

In the previous section, we mentioned that everyone plays a part in the process of subtle discrimination: targets, perpetrators, bystanders, and allies. Below, we provide a brief summary of some of the extant research on subtle discrimination that has been conducted from the perspective of each of these stakeholders, highlighting remediation strategies that can be implemented by occupants in each of these roles. Although we do not review organizational strategies for discrimination reduction in light of space constraints, we emphasize that organizations hold enormous power in shaping context, both inside and outside of the workplace, and can engage in specific strategies, particularly through recruitment and diversity training, to promote an inclusive environment in an effort to reduce subtle discrimination (see Hebl, Ruggs, Martinez, Trump-Steele, & Nittrouer, 2015, and King & Gilrane, 2015, for additional reviews).

Target Experience of Subtle Discrimination

There are a myriad of opportunities for bias to emerge before the formal selection process even begins. As a prime example of how subtle bias emerges in a meaningful way before people formally seek employment, Milkman, Akinola, and Chugh (2015) sent identical e-mails to over 6,000 professors in which the researchers posed as prospective graduate students, varying only the ethnicity (e.g., White, Black, Hispanic, Indian, Chinese) and gender of the sender’s name. They found that across all disciplines and institutions, professors (including women and ethnic minority faculty) were more likely to respond to the White male prospective graduate students as compared with female and ethnic minority prospective graduate students. Other research has found subtle bias can restrict social networks, which are important sources of job information and opportunities Konrad, Seidel, Lo, Bhardwaj, & Qureshi, 2015).

Subtle bias may also seep into recruitment processes. For example, recruiters may place undue emphasis on factors such as university prestige and grade point average, which have been shown to be poor predictors of job performance (Bryant, 2013; Rivera, 2012). These metrics have differential adverse impact, and thus, in addition to being unrelated to most job descriptions (the caveat being entry-level jobs), they can also disadvantage certain groups. Furthermore, deeply ingrained negative stereotypes may shape how application materials are perceived and, therefore, disadvantage minority groups in subsequent hiring decisions (Madera, Hebl, & Martin, 2009). Finally, insufficient or inauthentic diverse recruitment material may act as a subtle barrier to minority applicants who see it as a reflection of the organization’s diversity climate (Avery, 2003).
Beyond recruitment, many people who make selection decisions tend to rely on less valid selection measures that may inadvertently disadvantage minority applicants despite the fact that a number of selection measures with high predictive validity and low adverse impact have been identified (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). For instance, an increasing number of hiring managers are relying on social media information (e.g., Facebook, Myspace, Twitter; V. R. Brown & Vaughn, 2011) as well as credit scores (Bernerth, Taylor, Walker, & Whitman, 2012) to help them screen and select applicants. Indeed, these trends are disconcerting insofar as these sources reveal information to recruiters and hiring managers that is unrelated to the job but may bias the selection process.

Unstructured interviews, one of the most widely used hiring tools in selection, present a tremendous opportunity for subtle bias due to their interpersonal nature. For instance, Barrick, Swider, and Stewart (2010) discovered that the informal “rapport building” (e.g., non-job-related chitchat) that took place between a candidate and an interviewer before a structured interview began predicted subsequent job offers. Indeed, interviewers may be more open and friendly with individuals who are more similar to them, leading to better rapport building with those candidates and putting dissimilar others at a disadvantage.

A foundational social psychology study conducted by Word, Zanna, and Cooper (1974) sheds further light on the ways that subtle bias can manifest in face-to-face interviews. Specifically, these researchers found that naïve, White job interviewers demonstrated more physical distance, had a shorter interview length, and had higher rates of speech errors with Black applicants as compared with White applicants. In a second experiment, interviewers were trained to treat half of the naïve, White applicants in the same way as Black applicants had been treated in the first study (e.g., more physical distance, shorter interview length, and higher rates of speech errors). These applicants were judged to perform less adequately and appeared more nervous in the interview situation as compared with the subjects treated like the White applicants from the first study. Thus, subtle bias can unconsciously shape the interviewer’s behavior and drive the interview interaction in a completely different (and unfavorable) way for a minority-group interviewee versus a majority-group interviewee.

Once on the job, minority employees are also at risk of falling victim to subtle discrimination by supervisors, coworkers, and potentially customers—as well as when serving as part of a team. Indeed, minority employees report experiencing greater on-the-job incivility than majority employees, and this can result in a number of negative individual—as well as organizational—outcomes (Cortina, Kabat-Farr, Leskinen, Huerta, & Magley, 2013; Fox & Stallworth, 2005). This finding is supported by recent
research conducted by Jones, Sabat, Lindsey, Ahmad, and Arena (2016), which revealed that ethnic minority women reported lower intentions to pursue employment with an organization when they were treated with subtle discrimination by a confederate interviewer—arguably, this was seen as a proxy for the climate they would experience once hired. Interestingly, this effect was mediated by increased stress. Thus, a compendium of research suggests that a variety of minority employees report experiencing subtle discrimination both before they are hired and while they are on the job.

In light of the abundance of research suggesting subtle discrimination affects targets at virtually every stage of (and even prior to) the employment cycle, scholars have examined compensatory strategies the target can enact to reduce or eliminate the interpersonal (subtle) discrimination he/she may experience (Singletary & Hebl, 2009). One compensatory strategy found to be particularly effective at reducing interpersonal discrimination reported by a target job applicant was displaying increased positivity, operationalized by instructing targets to say things like “I am really excited about the possibility of working here,” smiling often, and appearing pleasant and generally upbeat (Singletary & Hebl, 2009, p. 800). However, this strategy may not be a long-term solution given the taxing emotional labor involved.

Another strategy that can be implemented by targets is an acknowledgment strategy, which involves directly acknowledging a readily apparent marginalized characteristic (e.g., obesity, race, gender, disability). Extant scholarship on stigma acknowledgment has shown it can be effective in reducing the anxiety and discomfort nonstigmatized individuals may feel when interacting with a marginalized other (Hebl et al., 2015; Lyons et al., 2016). Although this evidence suggests acknowledgment may be a fruitful strategy for addressing subtle bias in certain contexts, other research indicates that acknowledgment is less effective when interviewing for a gender-incongruent position (when acknowledging gender; Wessel, Hagiwara, Ryan, & Kermond, 2014) and for individuals who are seen as responsible for their stigmatization (e.g., obesity, drug addiction; Hebl & Kleck, 2002) unless information about an uncontrollable cause is also given (DeJong, 1980). Clearly, further examination is needed to better understand the impact of this strategy on subtle bias for different marginalized identities and across contexts.

An individuation strategy involves providing counterstereotypical information that addresses concerns about the target individual (see Neel, Neufeld, & Neuberg, 2013, for examples) and has also been found to be effective at reducing subtle discrimination (Barg, Armstrong, Hetz, & Latimer, 2010; King & Ahmad, 2010). For example, interpersonal hostility reported by women wearing a pregnancy prosthesis when applying for a retail job was reduced when they provided counterstereotypical information that addressed
the hiring manager’s pregnancy-related concerns (e.g., lack of commitment, inflexibility; Morgan, Walker, Hebl, & King, 2013). However, individuation may not always be a viable strategy, particularly if the counterstereotypic information provided violates prescriptive stereotypes about the target’s group (Rudman & Phelan, 2008).

Interestingly, engaging in these prejudice reduction strategies has been found to not only address bias in others but also constitute active/problem-focused coping, which helps targets internally manage experiences of subtle bias. Active coping strategies (e.g., confronting bias, strongly identifying with a stigmatized identity in the face of prejudice) have been favored compared with passive/emotion-focused strategies (e.g., avoiding prejudiced individuals, ignoring discrimination), which have been linked to detrimental target health outcomes (Mossakowski, 2003; Noh & Kaspar, 2003; see Noh, Beiser, Kaspar, Hou, & Rummens, 1999, for an exception). Whereas extant scholarship on this topic has largely focused on racial stigma, future research could broaden the scope of this literature to consider new and existing coping strategies and how they may function across identities.

**Perpetrator Experience of Subtle Discrimination**

Despite living in a society that generally strives toward egalitarianism, even individuals with good intentions may struggle to avoid discriminatory behavior due to unconscious bias (Devine & Monteith, 1999). Thus, in line with our previous discussion of the dimensions on which discrimination can vary, a pressing issue to consider is the degree to which perpetrators intend to discriminate (e.g., perhaps, the well-intentioned are unaware, or the ill-intentioned are too busy regulating their overt behaviors to be aware of their subtle ones). Indeed, research on victimization (Jensen, Patel, & Raver, 2014) and incivility (Cortina, 2008) suggests that discrimination, at times, can be subtle but also conscious and intentional. For example, Jensen and colleagues (2014) found that much of the covert victimization reported by employees targeted for overachieving was perceived to be both subtle and intentional, such as the intentional withholding of information and exclusion from team tasks.

However, many perpetrators of subtle discrimination are likely to be low on the intentionality continuum. Previous work suggests that awareness of implicit biases is a critical step in meaningfully reducing unintentional discrimination (Perry et al., 2015). Indeed, some scholars have even argued that individuals cannot be blamed for implicit biases of which they are unaware (Saul, 2013). Interestingly, research has suggested that awareness of subtle discrimination may depend, in part, on individual difference factors, indicating that individuals who were higher in external motivation to respond in a nondiscriminatory manner as well as higher in self-monitoring were more
aware of their own racial biases (Perry et al., 2015). Similarly, in a survey of 4,732 medical students examining implicit bias toward overweight individuals, Phelan and colleagues (2014) found implicit biases were stronger for participants who had a lower body mass index, were male, and were non-Black. Taken together, these findings suggest that implicit biases can vary along several cognitive and demographic factors. Although some individual traits may make us more or less aware of our implicit biases, it is important to note that awareness of implicit biases is a necessary but not sufficient condition for behavioral change. Extant research supports the notion that everyone has implicit and automatic stereotypes that may contribute to expressing prejudice in subtle ways (Madera & Hebl, 2012; Miller et al., 2013).

Assuming a person is aware of his or her subtle bias, there are emotional costs involved in making a decision that runs counter to social norms for egalitarianism. One of the most common emotions perpetrators battle during the discrimination process is guilt, a mechanism that motivates people to alter their actions in such a way that discourages deviance and promotes socially acceptable behavior (Amodio, Devine, & Harmon-Jones, 2007). Research has suggested guilt may be an effective means through which discrimination can be reduced (Iyer, Leach, & Crosby, 2003). To demonstrate this point, Monteith, Voils, and Ashburn-Nardo (2001) conducted a study in which participants were made aware of their implicit biases. Interestingly, after being informed of their implicit prejudices, most participants experienced some form of guilt. Importantly, this study highlights that once an individual is privy to the fact that they may be vulnerable to discriminatory behavior, self-regulatory emotions like guilt may play a promising role in attenuating instances of discrimination.

**Bystander Experience of Subtle Discrimination**

In addition to targets and perpetrators, nontarget bystanders can also be negatively affected by witnessing subtle discrimination. Indeed, extant research suggests that witnessing subtle discrimination can invoke increased negative affect (Ajrouch, Reisine, Lim, Sohn, & Ismail, 2010), emotional discomfort (Borders & Liang, 2011), and distress (Schmader, Croft, Scarnier, Lickel, & Mendes, 2012) in bystanders and has also been shown to trigger negative feelings about one’s organization as a whole (Caza & Cortina, 2007). In addition to taking a toll on affect and job attitudes, experimental evidence suggests that witnessing subtle (as compared with overt) discrimination can lead to a decrease in both cognitive and creative performance in nontarget bystanders (Arena, Jones, King, & Sabat, 2016; Porath & Erez, 2009). Thus, subtle discrimination is damaging to everyone involved, not just focal actors (Miner-Rubino & Cortina, 2007), and can translate into an
organizational-level threat that multiplies with the number of individuals who witness the behavior.

One potential remediation strategy bystanders might use is to punish or retaliate against the perpetrator. For instance, Reich and Hirschcovis (2015) found participants who witnessed a perpetrator subtly discriminate evaluated that perpetrator significantly more negatively in a work-related evaluation as compared with a control. Here, participants witnessed a confederate subtly discriminate against another confederate through negative body positioning, vocal tones, and undermining the person’s ideas in an uncivil manner. Some scholars have suggested that bystanders may punish perpetrators for violating justice norms (O’Reilly, Aquino, & Skarlicki, 2016; Turillo, Folger, Lavelle, Umphress, & Gee, 2002), which can occur through a variety of ways, including retaliation, ostracism, neglect, and negative affect toward perpetrators (Reich & Hirschcovis, 2015; Schmader et al., 2012; Smart & Leary, 2009; Turillo et al., 2002). However, it has been shown that punishing or retaliating against a perpetrator of subtle discrimination does not lead to increased positive affect toward the target of the discriminatory remark. However, because of the interpersonal costs that perpetrators incur from observers, they may be less likely to discriminate in the future (Reich & Hirschcovis, 2015).

Another strategy that bystanders may implement to remediate subtle discrimination is confronting the perpetrator and condemning the behavior directly. Despite generally negative connotations of the term confrontation, recent work emphasizes that confrontation is simply an expression of disapproval toward the perpetrator of discrimination and does not have to be a heated exchange in order to be effective (Ashburn-Nardo, Morris, & Goodwin, 2008; Shelton, Richeson, Salvatore, & Hill, 2006). Indeed, confronting prejudice can both empower confronters and discourage perpetrators through increased negative affect and guilt (Czopp, Monteith, & Mark, 2006). However, extant research has found that this confrontation does not always occur in workplace scenarios due to the ambiguity of subtly discriminatory comments (Jones, Peddie, et al., 2016) or hesitation to take on the responsibility of confronting a perpetrator (Ashburn-Nardo, Blanchar, Petersson, Morris, & Goodwin, 2014; Ashburn-Nardo, Morris, & Goodwin, 2008). Furthermore, in some instances, confrontation may even be discouraged due to the fact that bystanders do not wish to be victimized themselves (Porath & Erez, 2009). The larger problem associated with failing to confront discrimination is that it could potentially reinforce a workplace culture in which subtle discrimination is viewed as acceptable (Benokraitis, 1997). Clearly, scholarship should continue to explore the boundary conditions and effectiveness of various remediation strategies that can be implemented by bystanders.
**Ally Experience of Subtle Discrimination**

In addition to people who simply witness subtle discrimination, we also address the role of **allies** in the process of subtle discrimination. Allies are defined by K. T. Brown and Ostrove (2013) as “individual[s] not only committed to expressing as little prejudice as possible, but also invested in addressing social inequality” (p. 2211). The latter part of this definition is particularly important and may be what separates allies from more common bystanders. Whereas average bystanders may be motivated to avoid expressing prejudice, true allies distinguish themselves through their desire to promote social justice and their willingness to take action. It is important to note that although allies are generally thought of as dominant group members who combat prejudice and promote the support of less dominant groups (e.g., heterosexual allies to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender [LGBT] individuals, male allies to women, and White allies to ethnic minorities; Broido, 2000; K. T. Brown & Ostrove, 2013; Reason, Millar, & Scales, 2005), allies can also be individuals who are themselves members of one stigmatized group serving another (e.g., lesbian allies to gay men; Brooks & Edwards, 2009). However, it is also worth mentioning that research suggests nonstigmatized allies may be particularly effective at reducing prejudice when they do decide to address and confront discrimination (Shelton & Stewart, 2004).

Several scholars have emphasized the importance of ally support in addressing both subtle and overt discrimination and are calling for further exploration into ally strategies for bias reduction (K. T. Brown & Ostrove, 2013; Lindsey, King, McCausland, Jones, & Dunleavy, 2013; Sabat, Martinez, & Wessel, 2013). Indeed, through a series of qualitative and quantitative studies, K. T. Brown and Ostrove (2013) uncovered that ethnic minorities view White individuals as allies when they exhibit (a) affirmation (e.g., being respectful, nonjudgmental, and interested in ethnic minorities), and (b) informed action (e.g., being knowledgeable of their own and other racial identities, taking action to address their own biases, and proposing actions to address instances of discrimination). The informed piece of the informed action characteristic should not be overlooked and speaks to a potential boundary condition of ally behaviors; namely, that allies will want to make sure that their behaviors are desired and appropriate before engaging in them as to avoid undermining targets of discrimination. This is similar to a concept that has gained some traction in communities of interest and advocacy circles—**consensual allyship**—or the idea that both parties (i.e., the ally and the target) must consent to the ally providing support to maximize the effectiveness of the behavior (Taylor, 2014). We contend that this notion deserves more careful consideration in the research literature and that this concept may be especially important to consider when addressing subtle discrimination, which is often and by definition equivocal in nature.
Research has suggested a variety of bias-reduction strategies allies can implement to support and advocate for stigmatized individuals (Sabat et al., 2013). For instance, allies can engage in a variety of cognitive techniques to reduce their own implicit bias such as disassociating stereotypic information with stigmatized individuals, recalling favorable counterstereotypes, and practicing mindfulness (Blair, 2002; Lueke & Gibson, 2016). In addition to internally focused strategies, allies can provide public and interpersonal support by receiving stigma disclosure with warmth and positivity, attending educational/support events (Sabat et al., 2013), setting positive social norms, and using their influence to positively impact stigmatized individuals through mentoring (Hebl et al., 2015). Especially in the case of subtle bias, where targets of discrimination can more easily be dismissed as “complainers” for identifying prejudice, allies can use their nontarget, in-group status to more effectively challenge perpetrators (Gulker, Mark, & Monteith, 2013).

Despite their privileged position for affecting change, willing allies may not always be present or recognize subtle prejudice. Future research should also continue exploring the question of whether effective allies can be bought or built. That is, are the knowledge and skills required for effective allyship trainable, or should organizations instead focus on selecting individuals with the requisite abilities and characteristics to be effective allies? The answer, we suspect, is that both of these paths to effective allyship could work, and they should likely be combined to maximize our potential for creating inclusive work environments.

Conclusion
To conclude, workplace discrimination varies on a variety of related but independent dimensions including subtlety—the extent to which it is obviously tied to a target’s stigmatized characteristic (i.e., overt as compared with subtle), formality—the extent to which it has direct job-related implications for the target (i.e., formal as compared with interpersonal), and intentionality of the perpetrator. In light of strong contemporary norms for egalitarianism, subtle discrimination pervades modern workplaces—particularly when perpetrators experience cognitive dissonance between this norm and their beliefs. Due to its equivocal nature, subtle discrimination is difficult to detect, address, and remediate and is, therefore, particularly threatening to employee well-being as well as organizational functioning. Subtle discrimination exists on a developmental trajectory that is influenced by prior experiences and has implications for shaping future manifestations of subtle discrimination in a specific workplace. A more dynamic conceptualization of subtle discrimination allows us to acknowledge within-person changes in an individual’s occupancy of the roles of target, perpetrator, bystander, and...
ally and to examine important possibilities like adaptation or accumulation effects of repeated exposure to subtly negative workplace behavior. Furthermore, a more nuanced understanding of how subtle discrimination manifests in workplace settings can be achieved when we consider multiple perspectives simultaneously, which may also help shed light on issues related to perceptual versus absolute subtle discrimination. Importantly, everyone plays a part in the cycle of subtle discrimination and therefore bears responsibility for addressing and remediating it in their workplace. Although we are all susceptible to subtly discriminating against others at work, it is this awareness of our potential role as perpetrators, perhaps due to an unconscious bias, that must motivate us to work hard (as targets, bystanders, and allies) to reduce it.
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